
Water Puzzle Description

WHAT IS IT: 
The water puzzle is an exciting fundraising challenge suitable for both large groups and 
ambitious individuals who are passionate about clean water. It is comprised of puzzle pieces 
ranging from $1 to $200 (or to $110 for the smaller puzzle) and a hidden picture that is revealed 
as the puzzle pieces are removed. The only way to remove a puzzle piece is to make a 
donation in the amount represented on that puzzle piece. In addition to making donating a fun 
experience, the puzzle also makes it easier to ask friends and family to donate since the puzzle 
visually represents a problem and each puzzle piece that comes off represents a small step 
towards a positive impact against that problem. Friends and family can see the impact they are 
making. The closer you get to seeing an unobstructed image, the closer you get to changing 
and saving lives through clean water.

HOW DO I USE IT: 
There are two options for the water puzzle: a physical puzzle and an online puzzle. The physical 
puzzle is a great prop that can be set up in a church or community area. It’s size alone makes it 
a focal point for members of your community. The online puzzle is hosted on our website, which 
makes it the perfect tool to involve your friends across the country in your ministry. Besides that 
difference, both versions work the same way. Puzzle pieces can only be removed when that 
amount of money has been donated. To illustrate, a $10 donation can remove either the “$10” 
piece, or it can remove two smaller pieces, perhaps the “$3” and “$7” pieces. A useful feature of 
the online puzzle is that you can reserve pieces for people to allow them time to make their 
contribution.

PRO TIP: 
Regularly sharing your progress on social media is a great idea as it encourages others to help 
you reach your goal.

GOT QUESTIONS: 
Call or email Sean Judge at Healing Hands International

sjudge@hhi.org, (615) 512-4757 

www.walk4water.org


